INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE

Language-universal versus language-specific influences on phonological acquisition

- How do we distinguish between language-universal and language-specific influences on phonological acquisition?
- Language-universal influences are generally thought to be related to constraints on production and perception – sounds and sound sequences that are easier to produce or perceive will be acquired earlier, regardless of the language that the child is learning.
- Language-specific influences have been hypothesized to be related to functional load or phoneme frequency, especially when a particular sound or sound sequence is acquired earlier in one language as compared to another language.

Language-universal influences on phonological acquisition

- Children learn some phonemes or phonemic contrasts in a similar order within and across languages because of constraints on production or perception. For example:
  - Stops are generally acquired before fricatives, perhaps because the motor control demands are greater for an affricate than a stop (Katz, 1992).
- Sibilant fricatives are generally acquired before non-sibilant fricatives, perhaps because it is more difficult to perceive a non-sibilant fricative (Longman et al., 2009).

Language-specific influences on phonological acquisition

- There is growing evidence for language-specific influences on phonological acquisition, starting in the first year of life and continuing throughout childhood.
  - Infant speech perception
    - Studies have shown that infants discriminate consonant contrasts by about 10 months (Werker & Tees, 1984).
- Infant babbling
  - Infant babbling is influenced by the frequencies of consonants, vowels, and prosodic shapes in the ambient language (de Boysson-Bardies et al., 1989; de Boysson-Bardies & Vihman, 1991).
- Phoneme acquisition
- Greek-acquiring children produce /t/ accurately before /s/, while the reverse is true in English.

What accounts for language-specific influences on phonological acquisition?

Hypothesis

- At least some cross-linguistic differences in consonant acquisition are related to differences in phonetic frequency and phonetic sequence frequency across languages.

Evidence for this claim:

- Within a language, children produce low-frequency phoneme sequences less accurately than high-frequency sequences (e.g., Edwards, Beckman, & Masson, 2004; Zimmer, Hamond, & Gierut, 2004).
- Across languages, some of the reported production differences might plausibly be related to frequency.
  - /s/ is produced accurately at a younger age in French than in English and /t/ is a higher-frequency phoneme in French.
  - /s/ is more frequent than post-alveolar /ʃ/ in English and is acquired earlier.
  - By contrast, the post-alveolar fricatives /s/ and /ʃ/ are more frequent than /s/ in Puthonghua and are acquired earlier.

The παιδολογος project:

CROSS-LINGUISTIC RESEARCH ON PHONOLOGICAL ACQUISITION

- It is necessary to study cross-linguistic phonological acquisition across languages in order to distinguish between language-specific and language-universal factors.
- We designed this project to examine the acquisition of word-initial lingual obstruents across 4 languages – Cantonese, English, Greek, and Japanese.

Examples of stimuli:

- Cantonese: /kɐa/ (kapi̯u) vs. /kɐb/ (kaba)
- Greek: /karpuzi/ vs. /kha:55/ (kha:55)

ANALYSES

1. We correlated CV frequencies across pairs of languages. If phonotactic probabilities are not set in universal constraints on perception and production, then these correlations should be significant.
2. We correlated CV frequency with accuracy within each language. If the effects of universal constraints on phonotactic probability are modified by specific-language experience – then there should be significant within-language correlations between frequency and accuracy.
3. We examined three specific comparisons across languages:
   - a) the acquisition of /s/ versus /ʃ/ in English and Greek;
   - b) the acquisition of /s/ versus /ʃ/ in Cantonese and Greek; and
   - c) the acquisition of /s/ versus /ʃ/ in English and Japanese.

RESULTS

- Five of the six correlations of CV frequencies across languages were not significant. The only significant correlation was between Greek and Japanese (R2 = .815, p = .012).
- Two of the four correlations between CV frequency and CV accuracy were significant. CV frequency accounted for about one-third of the variance in consonant accuracy in English (see Fig. 1).
- All three of the specific comparisons showed an effect of frequency on accuracy (see Fig. 2).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

- Language-universal factors influence phonetic acquisition in two ways:
  - Phonological constraints on production and perception which control which contrasts will be easy or difficult for the child to learn.
  - Phonetic: Within languages, universal principles of ease of perception and production tend to influence the lexicons of many languages through commonly attested sound changes.
- Phonological acquisition is a process mediated by the lexicon, which is the language learner’s source of information about phoneme and phoneme sequence frequency in her language.
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Figure 1. Consonant accuracy plotted against CV frequency for English (consonants are used as plotting symbols, with following vowel color-coded as shown on plot).
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Figure 2. Log relative frequency (top plot) and percent correct (bottom) for English and Greek /s/ and /ʃ/ in different vowel contexts.